How To Get A Woman To Pay You
First of all let me start out by saying, when I say how to get a woman to pay you, I really mean how to get a bitch to pay you. It’s not like I can come on an outright say that, because that’s out-of-pocket. If I have to explain the difference between a woman an a bitch to you, then Ima have to write another got dam book. These bitches out here are very much willing to pay you. You just need to come at the bitch correct. Most of you guys talking to these females like they made of gold. When really she just a whack as bitch made of sand. So why would you be spending money on this weak bitch? Buying her new clothes, buying her jewelry, putting money down on condos, cars, and signing your name on loans, and leases. Really this bitch should be paying you! She should be paying you for your time. She should be paying you for dealing with her bull shit. She should be paying you for being a real mothafucka. She should be paying you for even allowing yourself to be around her whack ass. Over the years I’ve had bitches pay for anything you can imagine. I’ve had bitches pay for rent, new cars, student loans, game systems, TVs, clothes, shoes, groceries, car insurance, phone bill, new phones, laptops, Cameras, studio equipment, you name it. So I know what the fuck I’m talking about. These bitches are easily manipulated. At the end of the day, every bitch was better off after I was done with them. The lessons that I taught these bitches changed their perspective on life. They learned how to pick the right dudes to fuck with. That’s the greatest lesson you can teach any bitch, but the game is to be sold not told.
Customer Reviews

This book is disgusting. It promotes the hideous practice of sex trafficking and should be ashamed for selling such a dispicable work. should remove all books that promote the sex trafficking industry.

Good read, should've been longer lets make a movie! Very enlilting need that info to put me back on course!

ITS A GOOD SHORT READ BUT I DO NOT REALLY DELIVERS WHAT IT SAID

Um, how come the title on the cover is spelled wrong though? Really? And I know it was unintentional because on the second book the title is spelled the correct way.

Very educational, on how to stay alpha within self-governance out of the norms of society’s perceptions of dealing with women.
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